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FINAL REPORT – ARC NETWORK
Part A

NETWORK IDENTIFICATION

A1

Scheme

Research Networks

A2

Network ID

RN0460223

A3

Administering Organisation (Institution)

University of Western Australia

A4

First year funded

2005

A5

Title of Network
ARC Network for Early European Research

A6

Network Convenor

A7

Title

Research Associate Professor

First Name

Anne

Family Name

Scott

Email address

anne.scott@uwa.edu.au

Work phone number

0864881173

Other Participants

Appendix A to this report lists the original 50 NEER Participants. As NEER developed,
more than 300 further participants joined the Network. A full register of NEER participants
2005-2010 is available on the archived NEER website:
http://www.arts.uwa.edu.au/membership/individual_participants
A8

For this Network, total ARC Funding requested

$1,934,004.00

A9

For this Network, total ARC Funding received

$1,682,399.00

A10

Number of years for which Funding was received

5

Part B
B1

DESCRIPTION AND OBJECTIVES

Summary of Network Proposal (from the original Network application)

The Network offers a dynamic resource for enhancing Australian research into the culture and
history of Europe between the fifth and nineteenth centuries. Through a programme of dedicated
conferences and symposia, new digital resources, publications, and specialist postgraduate
mentoring, Network management will mobilise existing strengths to build up national and
international research partnerships in key emerging areas of scholarly enquiry. The Network will
coordinate large-scale cross-disciplinary investigations, strengthen links with cultural heritage
institutions and organizations, and nurture the next generation of researchers. It will make
innovative use of digital infrastructure to manage communication and to disseminate results.

B2

Summary of original objectives of the Network

- Implement a formal framework for developing enhancing and supporting current innovative
Australian research into the relationship between the long European histories that European
settlers (and the subsequent generations of European immigrants) brought with them and the
development of Australian society and culture.
- Focus existing research around four nodes which embody the innovative and unique Australian
perspective on this international field: cultural memory; social fabric; science, medicine and
environment; and Early European/Australasian connections.
- Employ international best practice in the use of digital technologies for the systematic
dissemination of its research outcomes.
- Foster new research and new connections between researchers.
- Encourage participation by postgraduates and early career researchers through an e-mentoring
program, residential seminars in advanced skills and methodologies, and internships and
secondments.
- Build on and develop existing strong collaborative relationships in Australia and internationally
within the higher education sector.
- Build on and develop existing strong collaborative relationships in the wider community, including
cultural organizations and government.
- Maximize the international exposure of significant unique materials held in Australian cultural
heritage institutions, through the development of the Digital Early Europe Portal.

Part C
C1

NETWORK OPERATIONS OVER DURATION OF FUNDING

Were there significant changes to the Network’s operations or its objectives?
Yes

No

If Yes, briefly describe the changes and explain why they were made.
For example, changes may have been made because the ARC funding was less than the requested
funding.

Leadership: The original Convenor, Dr Pamela Sharpe gained promotion to the University of
Tasmania. She felt that her new job would not leave her time to convene the Network. Her work
was, therefore, covered by Professor Andrew Lynch, 2004-2005, and A/Professor Anne Scott,
October 2006-end 2009. The theme leader for Early European Australasian connections,
A/Professor Lloyd Davis, passed away at the start of NEER’s work and was never able to
contribute. His role was taken up by Dr Peter Holbrook and Professor Richard Yeo. In each of
these cases, the emphasis that would have been made by the original participant was modified by
the experience and expertise of the replacement.
Bringing people together: (A) A fifth research theme, ‘Religion and Spirituality’, was introduced
by popular demand of network members. The theme: ‘Science, Medicine and Environment’ was
broadened to become ‘Intellectual Formations: Science, Medicine and Philosophy’. In addition, 16
themed Research Clusters were formed to develop specific projects. (B) One large international
conference was held under the auspices of NEER. Additionally, NEER supported three large
conferences of the Australian and New Zealand Association for Medieval and Early Modern
Studies. These benefited visibly from the invigorating influence of NEER across the field of Early
European Research in Australia and New Zealand, and it was considered unnecessary for NEER
to mount a second large conference as envisaged in the original application.
Training: The e-mentoring scheme for Postgraduates and Early Career Researchers was trialled
for two years. It then became apparent that PGs and ECRs were being well-served by NEER’s
programme of Advanced Training Seminars, and by its support for their attendance at NEERsponsored conferences and symposia. The success of the electronic networking facilitated by
Confluence also meant that continuation of the e-mentoring scheme beyond the initial two years
was considered unnecessary.
Digital services: One of four key elements of the digital services envisaged in the original
application was a digitization programme. This was not attempted, because the funds received
were less than those requested. It was felt that this activity could be left to cultural institutions to
pursue. Nevertheless, a Linkage-Project application was developed out of the NEER Manuscripts
Research Cluster by the University of Melbourne with the State Library of Victoria and the
University of Western Australia as partners. It is being carried out during 2010-2012 and will
include some digitization of medieval and Renaissance manuscripts held in Victorian public
collections.

C2

Describe briefly the results and outcomes of the Network and their
significance

- NEER has established a community of scholars in the field of Early European Research across
Australia and New Zealand, from groups of scholars who were previously often working in
isolation. NEER has particularly benefited scholars and institutions who formerly considered
themselves to be apart from the mainstream centres of Sydney and Melbourne. This has been
achieved by working together on five Research Themes, and in 16 Research Clusters. One full
NEER conference was held, at which all the Themes were represented by dedicated panels. In
addition to seven Theme symposia, NEER supported 34 conferences and symposia and 21
workshops. These have resulted in 19 monographs, 33 edited essay collections, and 12 further
books under contract or consideration by publishers. Additionally, NEER funded one primary
school archaeological project, while NEER participants curated seven exhibitions and produced
four CD/DVDs through NEER support.
- By promoting the concept of interdisciplinary, inter-institutional and international collaboration,
NEER has assisted scholars in building collaborative projects. Network members have gained 30
ARC Discovery Projects and 2 ARC Linkage grants which can be directly related to Theme and
Research Cluster activity. A successful bid for an ARC Centre of Excellence in the History of
Emotions was achieved by a core group of NEER participants in the 2010 round of ARC Centres
of Excellence. The multidisciplinary collaborations formed through NEER were an integral part of
the development of the successful bid.
- NEER’s concentration on Postgraduate and ECR training and support has created a network of
emerging scholars whose research has benefited from the mentoring they have received, and who
have been inducted in the skills of academic collaboration. This has been achieved through 11
Postgraduate Advanced Training Seminars (PATS) and the provision of bursaries to attend 39
conferences, symposia and workshops across Australia.
- NEER's Digital Services Programme has implemented three Web services:
(i) Confluence, a wiki-based collaborative environment
(http://confluence.arts.uwa.edu.au/dashboard.action)
(ii) PioNEER, a repository for research outputs
(http://repository.uwa.edu.au/R?func=search&local_base=GEN01-NER01)
(iii) Europa Inventa, a database of information about Early European objects and manuscripts in
Australian public collections (http://europa.arts.uwa.edu.au)
All three services are freely available on the Web to Australian and international researchers and
the wider community, although some of the content within Confluence is restricted to specific
groups and individual researchers. All three services are of international significance as the only
examples of such research resources and outcomes on a national scale. NEER’s leadership in
this area has been acknowledged in a range of international conferences and publications and in
an invitation to co-convene a European Science Foundation Exploratory Workshop on the
application of Semantic Web technology to medieval manuscript research.
In addition to these digital services, NEER purchased access for 50 scholars each year to the
database Early English Books Online (EEBO) and access, on request, for a number of participants
to five databases available through Brepols Publishers, Belgium.
The NEER legacy can be summarised as follows:
(i) Two publication series which currently have five books in press or under consideration.
(ii) An established programme of Postgraduate Advanced Training Seminars (PATS) which will
continue to be funded and organised by the Australian and New Zealand Association for medieval
and Early Modern Studies (ANZAMEMS).
(iii) The continuation of a framework of support for the NEER Research Clusters through
ANZAMEMS.
(iv) International connections developed by NEER will continue to be maintained and expanded by
ANZAMEMS.
(v) The achievement of the ARC Centre of Excellence in the History of Emotions.

C3

Outline the national benefits—including economic, social, cultural and/or
environmental contributions—resulting from this Network

- NEER’s research agenda focused on the long European histories which lie behind contemporary
Australian society and culture. NEER’s activities aimed to enrich Australians’ understanding of
their European cultural heritage and to explain its continuing significance today. Of particular
relevance has been the work of several of NEER’s Research Clusters which have actively
researched and interpreted the Early European heritage of manuscripts, early printed books and
artworks held in Australian collections. The work carried out within the NEER Theme Early
European/Australasian Connections has enhanced the body of knowledge concerning early
European explorers, navigators and settlers, their contribution to the development of science,
geography and culture, along with a deepening and broadening of understanding about Australia’s
position in the Asia-Pacific region.
- NEER’s research agenda has been actively communicated and disseminated to the wider
community through exhibitions, performances, lectures, conferences and other public events.
NEER participants have published newspaper articles, appeared in television and radio
broadcasts, provided input into school curricula, contributed to blogs and Web sites, and given
lectures and courses for community audiences.
- Evidence of the interest of the Australian public in these matters can be found in the 110,000
people who visited the “Medieval Imagination” exhibition at the State Library of Victoria over an
eleven-week period in 2008. NEER’s sponsorship of and involvement in the organisation of this
exhibition, and in other events of this kind, helped to raise the profile of these public institutions,
and assisted them in explaining the relevance and significance of their collections.
- Sections D2 and D3 further list the cultural events that have benefited various communities
throughout Australia as a result of NEER’s activities.
- The achievements listed in C2 can also be considered as national benefits.

Part D
D1

RESEARCH COLLABORATION

List the main Participating/Collaborating Organisations
Name of Organisation

Type of Organisation

Country

University of Western Australia
University of Adelaide
Edith Cowan University
Griffith University
Macquarie University
University of Melbourne
Monash University
University of Newcastle
University of Sydney
University of New South Wales
University of Queensland
University of Tasmania
University of Wollongong
State Library of New South Wales
State Library of Victoria
Australians Studying Abroad
St George’s Cathedral
Western Australian Museum
UWA Publishing
Perth Medieval and Renaissance
Group
Woodside Valley Foundation

University
University
University
University
University
University
University
University
University
University
University
University
University
State Library
State Library
Private Company
Religious Institution
Museum
Academic Publisher
Special Interest
Group
Private Foundation

Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia

D2

Summarise briefly the nature and extent of collaborative arrangements and/or
activities with each Organisation listed in Part D1

A summary of the collaborative arrangements/activities with each Organisation listed in Part D1
is provided in Appendix B at the end of this report.

D3

Outline any other cooperative links that have emerged between the higher
education sector/industry/public sector users of research during the life of
the Network

- Within the Higher Education sector in Australia collaborative links have been developed
between original Network Participants of NEER and members of the following National
institutions who became participants in the Network after its inception and the development of
its scope:
Yarra Theological College, University of Southern Queensland, University of New England,
University of Western Sydney, Flinders University, Curtin University, James Cook University,
Australian Catholic University.
- International links have been pursued through participation in the work of NEER Research
Clusters by 18 international institutions. Connections were also established with international
cultural heritage organisations, publishers and academic centres:
http://www.neer.arts.uwa.edu.au/international_links
- NEER contributed to the development of the Newman Centre for Manuscript Studies in
Melbourne and has collaborated with the Centre for Anglican Studies in Perth. Both of these
institutions have provided channels for research scholarship to be shared with the community.
- Heritage institutions: In addition to collaboration with original partners, the State Library of
New South Wales and the State Library of Victoria (international exhibition of medieval
manuscripts, public lecture and conference), collaborative initiatives have been pursued with
the Art Gallery of South Australia. Public exhibitions have been mounted by NEER members in
The Baillieu Library, Melbourne University, The Morris Miller Library, University of Tasmania,
the Barr Smith Library, University of Adelaide.
- NEER supported the Musicological Society of Australia in its Music Theatre Symposium at the
Barr Smith Library Adelaide.
- NEER collaborated with the State Library of Queensland which provided the venue for a
public lecture and conference organised by NEER.
- NEER worked closely with the State Library of Victoria to develop a framework for
documentation and presentation on the Web of unique Early European manuscripts held in
public sector institutions. This work is being carried forward in a Linkage-Project grant for 20102012.
- NEER collaborated with the Western Australian Museum on public lectures and reciprocally
providing conference speakers for events open to the general public.
- NEER supported two Adelaide Festival performances.
- NEER developed and sustained a number of work-place internships with Brepols Publishers
NV (Belgium).
- NEER collaborated with the Woodside Valley Foundation to provide a top-up scholarship to a
UWA PhD candidate, and publicised the WVF’s educational work and research holdings at a
number of public conferences and lectures.

Part E
E1

OUTPUTS

Research Classifications
See www.arc.gov.au/applicants/codes.htm for details on RFCD and SEO codes. List up to 3 RFCD
codes and 3 SEO codes from highest to lowest %, to the nearest multiple of 10%.

E2

RFCD code

% weighting

SEO code

% weighting

430108
420399
420201

40
30
30

750902
750901
751001

40
30
30

Publications and other academic outputs (over period of ARC funding)
Enter the number of outputs in each category. Include ‘published’ and ‘in press’ publications, but
exclude ‘forthcoming’ and ‘submitted’ work.

A1
A2
A3
A4
A4
B
C1
C2
C3
C4
D
E1
E2
E3
E4
E4
F
G
H
I
J1
J2
J3
K

Book—authored research
Book—authored other
Book—edited
Book—revision/new edition
Book—translation
Book chapter
Journal article—articles in scholarly refereed journal
Journal article—other contribution to refereed journal
Journal article—non-refereed article
Journal articles—letter or note
Major reviews
Conference—full written paper—refereed proceedings
Conference—full written paper—non-refereed proceedings
Conference—extract of paper
Conference—edited volume of conference proceedings
Conference—unpublished presentation
Audio-visual recording
Computer software
Designs
Patents
Major creative works
Creative work included in group exhibition, performance, recording or anthology
Exhibition curatorship
Other academic outputs (in categories other than those listed above)

19
NA
33
1
NA
238
163
12
6
2
11
9
9
2
2
1860
16
NA
NA
NA
NA
4
7

E3

Have any of the investigators or their works won prizes, awards or other
major tributes as a result of the research?

7

Yes
If Yes, give details.

No

E4
Evidence of impact and contribution – Is there evidence that this Network has
had an impact in the research field or the broader public domain?
Yes

No

If Yes, briefly describe the impact and contribution.

- Internationally, NEER has inspired imitation in the European based CARMEN (Co-operative for
the Advancement of Research through a Medieval European Network). CARMEN has adopted a
number of research initiatives developed by NEER and modelled some of its governance practices
on the Network.
- NEER’s digital services programme has been at the forefront of international e-humanities
research and development, and has been recognized through a range of international conference
papers and publications as well as in an invitation to co-convene a European Science Foundation
Exploratory Workshop in this field.
- NEER's collaborative Web service, Confluence, has provided a vehicle for communication with
international researchers in the field of Early European Studies. The Institute for Medieval and
Early Modern Studies, a joint venture of the universities of Bangor and Aberystwyth in Wales, has
adopted NEER’s Confluence service as its mode of e-collaboration. One of the successful
CARMEN Eurocores projects is also planning to use NEER's Confluence service.
- Over the five years of its funded life, NEER has changed the face of collaborative research in the
field of Medieval and Early Modern Studies in Australia. It has initiated systems that encourage
and assist scholars in scaling up research projects. The successful application for an ARC Centre
of Excellence in the History of Emotion, hosted by the University of Western Australia, has been
made possible by the intensive networking, development of collaborative practice, and growing
understanding of how to construct multi-disciplinary research projects fostered by NEER. The 14
collaborative ARC Discovery Project grants and two ARC Linkage grants gained over the five-year
period, nine awarded in the final two years of the Network, and the successful bid for an ARC
Centre of Excellence, are also a testimony of NEER’s influence in the research area.
- The collaborative infrastructure developed by NEER has been adopted by the professional
Australian and New Zealand Association for Medieval and Early Modern Studies (ANZAMEMS).
These particular systems include the training of Postgraduates and Early Career Researchers
(PATS), and the digital infrastructure of Confluence and PioNEER. These latter systems make
visible globally the research output of Medieval and Early Modern Studies in Australia and New
Zealand.
- The NEER programme of Postgraduate Advanced Training Seminars (PATS) has also been
considered as a possible basis for an expanded research training for the Australian Academy of
the Humanities.
- In general, NEER has assisted in the re-evaluation of humanities research in Australia and has
provided infrastructure to scholars in order to achieve expanded research goals.

E5

Research commercialisation
Provide details of any commercialisation resulting from the Network against the categories listed
below (over period of ARC funding).
Number of patents
Pending
Filed

Number of plant breeder
rights holdings
Pending
Filed
Number of invention
disclosures

List all application numbers, titles, types and where lodged
NA

List all application numbers, certificate numbers and titles
NA

List all application and certification numbers for each disclosure
NA

Number of licenses
executed (includes
licences, options and
assignments)

List details of all licences

NA

NA
Number of start-up
companies formed

List all company names and ABNs
NA

NA

E6

Describe any other commercial outcomes from the Network
NA

Part F

RESEARCH TRAINING, CAREERS AND EMPLOYMENT

F1
Postgraduate research training – Australian postgraduates supported by this
Network (over period of ARC Network funding)
For the purposes of this question supported means students who received support for participation
in Research Network activities with a student specific focus (eg student summer exchanges, Post
Graduate only workshops).
Enrolled Graduated
Number of PhD students receiving support
Number of research Masters students receiving support
Number of Honours students receiving support

89
3
NA

35
1
NA

F2
Postgraduate research training – Overseas postgraduates supported by this
Network (over period of ARC Network funding)
For the purposes of this question supported means students who participated in the Research
Network activities.
Enrolled Graduated
Number of overseas PhD students involved in the Network
Number of overseas research Masters students involved in the Network
Number of overseas Honours students involved in the Network

F3

NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA

Early career researchers (over period of ARC Network funding)
Early career researchers are researchers with up to 5 years postdoctoral experience.

Number of ECR researchers

39
F4

Other employed personnel (over period of ARC Network funding)

Number of research associates/assistants funded (full time)
Number of research associates/assistants funded (part time)
Number of professional and/or technical officers
Other Partner employees (not PIs)
Other personnel involved (provide details below)

0
4
4
1
3

Other personnel involved: three software engineers from the private firms Buzzware Solutions
and Aurora Software who were contracted to develop the Europa Inventa database.

Part G
G1

FUNDING

Has the expenditure of the grant differed significantly from the budget
outlined in the application?
Yes
No
If Yes, provide details.
(Include, if relevant, lower ARC funding than requested, or changes to funding anticipated from other
sources.)

G2

Expenditure
Total expenditure on equipment (over period of ARC funding)

NA

Provide the breakdown of expenditure for the purchase of major research equipment that was
significant to the Network Research Program, the development of new research capability in
Australia or for the establishment of the Network.
Items purchased

Purchase price

Comments

NA

NA

NA

TOTAL
G3

Has the Network income been sufficient to achieve the original aims of the
Network proposal?
If ‘No’, provide reasons.

The Network income has been sufficient to achieve all the aims of the original application
except the digitization programme noted in Part C1. It was acknowledged at an early stage
of the Network’s activities that major libraries and galleries had already embarked on their
own large-scale digitization of material of interest to NEER. Consultation with experts also
revealed that, even if NEER were to attempt digitization on behalf of smaller libraries and
galleries, the cost of equipment and the employment of suitably qualified staff could not be
sustained by the NEER funding.

G4

Income
Source

Commitment at time
of application

Actual contribution

ARC funding
Administering Organisation
Participating Organisation(s)
University of Melbourne
University of Sydney
Woodside Valley Foundation
Perth Medieval and Renaissance Group
State Library of NSW
Other (give details in section below)

$1,682,399.00
$200,000.00

$1,682,519.00
$200,000.00

$100,000.00
$20,000.00
$25,000.00
$1,800.00
$2,500.00

$100,000.00
$20,000.00
$25,000.00
$1800.00
$2,500.00

TOTAL

$2,031,699.00

$2,031,819.00

G5

Provide details of the in-kind contributions from all Organisations (including
the Administering Organisation)
Organisation

University
Australia

Description of in-kind contribution

of

Western Infrastructure (offices, email, phones,
photocopying) for NEER staff; IT and
office support for other staff; overheads,
CI time; use of venues
University of Adelaide
IT and office support; overheads; CI
time; use of venues
Edith Cowan University
IT and office support; overheads; CI
time
Griffith University
IT and office support; overheads; CI
time; use of venues
Macquarie University
IT and office support; overheads; CI
time; use of venues
University of Melbourne IT and office support; overheads; CI
time; use of venues
Monash University
IT and office support; overheads; CI
time; use of venues
University of Newcastle
IT and office support; overheads; CI
time
University of Sydney
IT and office support; overheads; CI
time; use of venues
University of New South IT and office support; overheads; CI
Wales
time
University of Queensland IT and office support; overheads; CI
time; use of venues
University of Tasmania
IT and office support; overheads; CI
time; use of venues
University of Wollongong IT and office support; overheads; CI
time; use of venues
State Library of New IT and office support; overheads; expert
South Wales
advice; use of venues
State Library of Victoria
IT and office support; overheads; expert
advice; use of venues
Australians
Studying Expert advice
Abroad
St George’s Cathedral
IT and office support; overheads; expert
advice; use of venues
Western
Australian IT and office support; overheads; expert
Museum
advice; use of venues
UWA Publishing
IT and office support; overheads, expert
advice
Perth
Medieval
and IT and office support; overheads; use of
Renaissance Group
venues
Woodside
Valley IT and office support; overheads; expert
Foundation
advice; use of venues
TOTAL IN-KIND CONTRIBUTION

Amount ($)

$2,073,477.00

$59,640.00
$7,446.00
$129,516.00
$20,274.00
$452,170.00
$250,596.00
$47,294.00
$271,890.00
$151,896.00
$259,378.00
$250,318.00
$100,656.00
$22,000.00
$94,000.00
$3,400.00
$13,800.00
$9,100.00
$18,000.00
$10,000.00
$23,300.00
$4,268,351.00

G6

Is there appropriate source documentation readily available to demonstrate
to an auditor the contribution of all the Participating Organisation(s) to the
Network?
Yes
If No, provide details.

No

Part H
H1

CERTIFICATION

Network Convenor’s Certification

I certify that to the best of my knowledge the information in this Report is true and complete.
Convenor (Network)

Name _______________________ Signature _________________________ Date signed

H2

/

/

Deputy Vice-Chancellor (or equivalent) certification

H2.1 Comment on the operations or outcomes of the Network or the information contained in this report

H2.2 I certify that to the best of my knowledge, the information in this Report is true and complete.
Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Research) (or equivalent)

Name _______________________ Signature _________________________ Date signed

/

/

Part I
Thank you for completing the Network Final Report. The ARC may contact you if clarification or
further information is required to acquit the grant.
Information on this form is collected in order to determine whether the Network funded by the ARC
has reached satisfactory completion and for evaluation and reporting purposes.
Researchers should note that if the Final Report is not submitted on time, or if the ARC is not
satisfied with the outcomes and outputs of the Network, this will be noted against any further
applications under any ARC program submitted by, or on behalf of, the Chief Investigator, and will
be taken into account in the assessment of those applications. Applications under any ARC
program may be deemed ineligible if submitted by, or on behalf of, a Chief Investigator, Fellow or
Partner Organisation on any Network for which the Final Report is outstanding.
Information in the Final Report enables the ARC to account for the public funding of research and to
promote the value of research to the Australian community. The ARC compiles statistical reports on
the outcomes of publicly-funded research, drawing on the information you have provided in this
Final Report.
Drawing on the information in the Final Report on the results, outcomes and significance of the
research, the ARC may identify Networks which have broad interest for media coverage and/or
inclusion in ARC publications including the ARC website. The ARC will endeavour to contact you
should it wish to publicise the results of your research, but bear in mind that this may not always be
possible.

APPENDIX A
A7 Other Participants
Person
number
1

Sharpe

P

2
3
4
5

Barnes
Bennett
Broad
Broomhall

GR
MJ
JS
SM

6

Burrows

TN

7

Crawford

PM

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Davis (deceased)
Eckstein
Ferber
Fitzmaurice
Freeman
Fulton
Gaukroger
Gillett
Green
Hall
Haskell

LB
NA
DS
A
EM
HE
SW
AK
KA
D
YA

19
20
21
22

Kent (deceased)
Kolsky
Lemmings
Lynch

FW
SD
DF
AL

23

Maddern

PC

24
25
26

Manion
Mews
Scott

MM
CJ
AM

27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

Newbigin
D'Arcens
Ruys
Sankey
Sherlock
Stockigt
Trigg
Tunley

NE
L
J
M
PD
JB
SJ
DE

35
36

Walker
Ward

CI
JO

Family name

Initials

Organisation
The University of Western
Australia
The University of Sydney
University of Tasmania
Monash University
The University of Western
Australia
The University of Western
Australia
The University of Western
Australia
The University of Queensland
The University of Sydney
The University of Queensland
The University of Sydney
University of Tasmania
The University of Sydney
The University of Sydney
Macquarie University
Monash University
Queens University
The University of Western
Australia
Monash University
The University of Melbourne
The University of Newcastle
The University of Western
Australia
The University of Western
Australia
The University of Melbourne
Monash University
The University of Western
Australia
The University of Sydney
University of Wollongong
The University of Sydney
The University of Sydney
The University of Melbourne
The University of Melbourne
The University of Melbourne
The University of Western
Australia
The University of Newcastle
The University of Sydney

Role
NC
NP
NP
NP
NP
NP
NP
NP
NP
NP
NP
NP
NP
NP
NP
NP
NP
NP
NP
NP
NP
NP
NP
NP
NP
NP
NP
NP
NP
NP
NP
NP
NP
NP
NP
NP

37
38

Warner
White

L
RS

39

Wortham

CJ

40
41
42
43
44

Zika
Griffiths
Prest
Clunies Ross
Scott

CF
JA
WR
MB
JA

45
46
47

Yeo
Curry
Condren

RR
RM
CS

48
49
50

Holbrook
Muir
Cassidy-Welch

PJ
BJ
ME

The University of Adelaide
The University of Western
Australia
The University of Western
Australia
The University of Melbourne
The University of Melbourne
The University of Adelaide
The University of Sydney
The University of Western
Australia
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The University of Melbourne
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APPENDIX B
D2 Summary of collaborative arrangements and/or activities
Name of Organisation

Collaborative arrangements and/ or activities

University of Western Australia

Host organization; 6 x management committee members; 1 x
major conference; 2 x theme symposia; 3 x symposia; 2 x PATS;
3 x Cluster convenors; 14 x Cluster members; 1 x host NEER
road show; 3 x public lectures; 1 x community workshop

University of Adelaide

1 x management committee member; 1 x major conference; 2 x
symposia; 1 x PATS; 2 x Cluster members; 1 x host NEER road
show; 2 x public lectures/seminars; 2 x festival events

Edith Cowan University

1 x Cluster member

Griffith University

1 x management committee member; 1 x theme symposium; 1 x
Cluster convenor; 1 x Cluster member; 1 x host NEER road
show; 1 x public lecture

Macquarie University

1 x host NEER road show

University of Melbourne

Cash partner; 3 x management committee members; 1 x major
conference; 1 x major research forum; 3 x symposia; 1 x PATS;
1 x Cluster convenor; 11 x Cluster members

Monash University

1 x management committee member; 1 x theme symposium; 2 x
symposia; 1 x research forum; 2 x Cluster convenors; 8 x
Cluster members 1 x host international collaborative meeting
(Monash Centre Prato, Italy)

University of Newcastle

1 x symposium; 3 x Cluster convenors; 1 x Cluster member

University of Sydney

Cash partner; 1 x management committee member; 1 x theme
symposium; 2 x symposia; 1 x PATS; 4 x Cluster convenors; 19
x Cluster members

University of New South Wales

1 x management committee member; 2 x Cluster members

University of Queensland

1 x management committee member; 2 x PATS; 1 x Cluster
convenor; 1 x Cluster member

University of Tasmania

1 x management committee member; 1 x major conference; 3 x
symposia; 2 x PATS; 1 x Cluster convenor; 6 x Cluster members

University of Wollongong

1 x management committee member; 1 x PATS; 1 x Cluster
convenor

State Library of New South
Wales

Cash partner; 1 x host NEER road show

State Library of Victoria

1 x management committee member; 1 x major exhibition; 1 x
major conference; 1 x host theme symposium; 1 x Cluster
member; 1 x host NEER road show; 2 x pubic lectures

St George’s Cathedral

4 x public lectures

Western Australian Museum

1 x public lecture

UWA Publishing

1 x publication series

Perth Medieval and

Cash partner; 1 x theme symposium; 2 x symposia; 4 x public

Renaissance Group

lectures

Woodside Valley Foundation

Cash partner; 1 x top-up PhD scholarship; 1 x cultural event
(WASO); 2 x host reception

Brepols Publishers

1 x publication series; 4 x work-place internships

